TWO NEW INTELLIAN TV ANTENNAS ARRIVING MARCH 2012

Tullett Prebon London Boat Show, 6th – 15th January 2012, Stand C113

Distributor of Intellian marine satellite TVRO and VSAT communications antennas, Intellian UK is providing information on the Intellian range of TVRO antennas available, including two new compact 83 cm (33 in.) TV antennas being released this year. Shipping in March, the Intellian t80 and t80W are ideally suited for 80ft plus yachts requiring a compact antenna size with global satellite TV service reception.

The 3-axis stabilised Intellian t80 antenna locks onto satellites quickly and provides seamless operation in all regions, offering global coverage. The antenna delivers this performance by utilising a fully stabilised 3-axis platform, as well as a fourth axis for LNB auto-skew control. In addition, built-in as standard, the internal GPS combined with Intellian’s patented Wide Range Search (WRS) provides the fastest satellite acquisition possible. Multiple HD receivers can be connected to the system as standard, providing a truly hands off global coverage depending on the regions visited.

The t80W incorporates the patented WorldView™ LNB (Low Noise Block-Down Converter), which automatically switches frequency depending on the region the antenna is operating in; all of the switching information is contained in the antenna control unit (ACU). As the satellite TV provider is selected electronically, there is no requirement to purchase multiple LNB modules, reconfigure complex systems and manually change the LNB unit inside the antenna dome each time the vessel crosses into a different satellite service region.

The t80 antennas have a built-in DVB-S2 decoder to provide HD channels where available. For uninterrupted viewing of HD DIRECTV programming, an upgrade kit will be provided free of charge to owners when it becomes available. The upgrade of the antenna will allow simultaneous reception of Ku-band and Ka-band satellites for uninterrupted viewing.

The 3-axis t80 has unlimited azimuth, eliminating cable wrap and the lengthy loss of TV reception as the system unwinds. Wi-Fi is included in the antenna control unit, allowing simple connection and control of the system from anywhere onboard.

The t80 antenna has a broad elevation range, from -10° to +110°, enabling operation in all conditions and the cross level axis ensures uninterrupted viewing even when the antenna is operating near the equator. Weighing in at only 128 lbs (58 Kg) and the inclusion of an internal shock absorption system, makes this antenna one of the lightest and strongest in its class of antennas.

The t80 dome is designed to complement the new v80G VSAT antenna, providing customers with a compact dual antenna solution for communications and entertainment.

From the company’s satellite TVRO range, Intellian UK is showing the i-series at the Tullett Prebon London Boat Show 2012. The Intellian i-series is particularly well-suited for owners wishing to watch satellite television, including HDTV, when moored or even in rougher conditions at sea. Dish sizes are available from 28cm up to 85cm and each i-series antenna is capable of receiving SD and HD TV programming from major satellite TV providers. Customers can select from eight i-series antennas, based on the coverage they require, including Europe, North America, Asia, or worldwide coverage.

All Intellian antenna systems are designed, manufactured and tested to withstand the company’s industry-leading standards for vibration and extreme shock in all sea states and weather conditions. VSAT and 3-axis TVRO warranties are now increased to an industry-leading two years for parts and one
year for labour, while the i-series 2-axis antenna warranties are increased to three years.
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About Intellian Technologies, Inc:

Intellian is the global leader in maritime satellite communication antenna systems. The company was founded in 2004 and has shown tremendous growth year-on-year, with new office openings and numerous product launches to offer an innovative and full line of VSAT communications and satellite TVRO antennas for recreational boats and ocean vessels in the commercial, oil & gas markets, and the military. Intellian now exports its products to 6 continents and over 45 countries and has established over 400 contracted dealers and a support network worldwide. Intellian is headquartered in Seoul, South Korea and also has a Maritime Technical Center in Busan, South Korea, as well as U.S. operations in Irvine, California, Seattle, Washington, and European operations in Rotterdam, Netherlands.

For more information about Intellian call +44 (0)1227 743099 or www.intellianuk.com
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